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Welcome to PMP
Founded in 1983, PMP provides specialist confined space and rope access services to the utilities, civil
engineering, process industries and the public sector.
PMP is the UK’s sole supplier and installer of the AMEX-10 ® Pipe Joint Repair System; the world’s leading
mechanical seal for the internal repair of leaking pipeline joints. PMP have unrivalled experience in
providing engineering solutions in difficult working environments.
Our principal activities are:
• AMEX-10®
- Pipeline Leakage Repair
• Engineering
- Headworks
- Mechanical Services
- On Site Services
• Rescue Teams
• Rope Access
• Surveys
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Pipeline Leak
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AMEX-10® What Is it?
A patented low profile mechanical seal for:
• Internal repair of leaking pipeline joints
• Ensuring the integrity of new pipelines
A cost-effective repair solution for:
• Leaking joints and radial cracks
• Isolated damage in pipelines
AMEX-10 ® seals are made from:
• EPDM rubber for potable water and sewage pipelines
• NBR rubber for gas pipelines
• High grade Stainless Steel
AMEX-10 ® seals advantages:
• WRAS approved
• Stress relaxation tested to BS903 Part A42
• Independently proven to have a life expectancy of at least 50 years

Where You Can Use AMEX-10®
• Any pipeline where safe man access can be gained
• Pressurised and non-pressurised pipelines
• Pipelines on steep gradients and in vertical pipes
• As a permanent end seal for Cured in Place Pipe (CIPP) and other
close fit linings
• In potable, raw water, sewerage, gas and chemical pipelines
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No Seal No P
ay - Guarant
eed

How AMEX-10® Works
The secret of its success lies in the combination of our highly trained
and experienced fitters, together with the ‘made to measure’ EDPM
or NBR seal and the high grade stainless steel retaining rings.
AMEX-10 ® provides a new water and air tight seal which spans the
leaking joint.
The step-by-step installation process overleaf shows how the system
is installed and why it is so reliable.

AMEX-10® Benefits
AMEX-10 ® is a ‘no dig’ solution which eliminates the need for invasive
repair solutions from the surface which could cause further problems
to the affected pipeline and its services. It provides a permanent seal
which will not rot, rust or corrode. It has been independently tested
and proven to be safe for use with potable water, sewage, chemicals
and gases.

• AMEX-10 ® is WRAS approved
• AMEX-10 ® has Water Utility approval
• AMEX-10 ® meets the requirements of BS6920 and BS903
• AMEX-10 ® is operational to 25 bar
• AMEX-10 ® Seals have a fifty year life expectancy
• Every installation comes with PMP’s ‘No Seal, No Pay’ guarantee
• A ‘No dig’ solution with less impact on the environment
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1 Surface preparation

5 Expanding the rings

The area around the leaking joint is cleaned to
remove dirt and corrosion. Any high spots are
removed to provide a smooth surface for the
rubber to seat.

With the seal in place the rings are hydraulically
expanded.

6 Seating
To speed up the natural seating process, the
seal is beaten with a nylon mallet around its
circumference. The vibrations even out the
pressure of the ring on the seal to improve the
overall performance and fit of the seal.

2 Applying the backing band
In pressurised pipelines a polypropylene backing
band is applied to the prepared joint to protect
the rubber seal from compression damage from
joint edges.

7 Fitting the wedges
3 Applying the seal

Whilst the rings are held open under hydraulic
pressure, they are secured in place with stainless
steel retaining wedges.

The one piece ‘made to measure’ EPDM or
NBR seal is positioned over the backing band
and held in place.

8 Pressure testing

4 Applying the rings

With the AMEX-10 ® seal secured in place over
the leaking joint, the seal is pressure tested to
ensure its integrity. This is done by inflating the
seal using the test nipple. After inflation a soap
test is applied. For most pipelines the AMEX-10 ®
seal is re-expanded after 12 hours.

The first stainless steel retaining ring is loosely fit
into position and the second ring is fit into place
ready for expansion.

standard width: 260
69

medium width: 366

extra wide: 500

stand: 120 med: 226 wide: 360

50 x 5

12.5
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Sealing ribs

Polypropylene
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Stainless steel retaining ring

3 Double sided ribs

Backing band

Height reduces when compressed
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500mm

AMEX-10® VARIO Benefits

435mm

• Flexible and fast installation
• Protects against failed coatings or linings such as cement,
bitumen or epoxy

12.5mm
SS retaining rings

AMEX-10 VARIO

AMEX-10 VARIO

Direction
of flow

• Any length of installation can be achieved
• Ideal for diameters where other liner systems are unsuitable

AMEX-10® VARIO

• Complete protection against aggressive liquids

The problem of repairing radial cracks and failed coatings in pipelines
has presented challenges to utilities engineers for many years.
The AMEX-10 ® VARIO seal is designed for repair applications where
leaks in pipelines run diagonally or horizontally along the pipeline and

Host main

AMEX -10®
MONO seal

Stainless steel
retaining ring

CIPP lining

where hot or UV cured liner systems are unsuitable. Unlike CIPP lining
systems, a degree of flow through the pipe can be maintained during
installation, negating the need for over-pumping.
Based on the same principles of the AMEX-10 ® MONO seal, many
AMEX-10 ® VARIO seals can be linked together to form a continuous
chain to span any crack, leak or defect where safe man access can
be gained. A perfect seal is achieved between each section of
AMEX-10 ® VARIO due to its unique ‘tongue and groove’ joint design.
The same stainless steel retaining rings used in the original AMEX-10 ®
MONO seal are used to secure the AMEX-10 ® VARIO.

AMEX-10® End Sealing
AMEX-10 ® MONO seals provide the most reliable method of sealing the
ends of CIPP liners where safe access can be gained.
AMEX-10 ® MONO seals the end of the new liner back to the host main

The AMEX-10 ® VARIO can be used in:
• Both pressurised and non-pressurised pipelines

providing a water and gas tight seal, ensuring that nothing can track
into the annular gap. They are equally suitable for pressurised and
non-pressurised pipelines.

• In lined or unlined pipelines
• For potable water, raw water, sewerage and gas pipelines
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Engineering In Confined Spaces
PMP’s services embrace a wide range of disciplines from site
investigation, condition assessment, reporting, project planning,
fabrication, on-site preparation, installation and testing of new
equipment.
We also carry out the necessary enabling and safety works, including
the installation of lifting davits and cranage, access walkways and
handrails, to allow us to safely remove and install equipment and
structures. We will use divers, boats and helicopters where necessary.

Experience
PMP has developed its engineering skills around the needs of its clients.
We are able to provide a combination of problem solving, fabrication,
manufacture and installation. The main benefits we offer:
• Unrivalled expertise in providing bespoke engineering solutions
• In-depth experience of working within the water and power industries
• Large engineering workshops for fabricating and assembling
components and structures
• Confined space engineers trained to City & Guilds 6150-03 and
6150-05
• Rope access engineers
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On-Site Services and Mechanical
Engineering Services
We manufacture and install:
• Remote hydraulic valve control systems for one man operation
of valves in difficult locations
• Access decking, handrails and fencing at reservoirs and
treatment works
• Made to measure debris guards

We repair and refurbish:
• Draw-off towers and tunnels
• Impound reservoir draw-off systems
• Valves and penstocks
• Spindles
• Service reservoirs
• Baffle curtains
Our spacious, fully equipped facilities allow us to manufacture
and fabricate large structures.

Headworks
Building infrastructure and grounds maintenance:
• Draw-off tower and tunnel refurbishment
• Removal of debris
• Pointing spillways
• De-vegetation of strategic structures
• Repairing concrete structures
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Rope Access
Our experienced rope access engineers can work in locations where
you cannot use conventional access equipment.
• Above or below ground
• Interior or exterior locations
• Bridges, viaducts, towers
• Retaining walls
• Gravity pipelines, vertical shafts
• Inside or outside any building
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Rope Access
Structures
Various structures present maintenance and repair challenges which
make conventional access techniques impossible. Contemporary
structures require regular cleaning, inspection and maintenance which
can only be carried out via rope access.
Many confined spaces, aqueducts, pipelines, shafts, towers and
viaducts will need specialist rope access engineers to carry out
inspection and maintenance.

Benefits
The strict training and certification standards required for rope access
working make it impractical for most companies. As specialists, we can
be called in as required, at short notice, saving time, money and
resources.
PMP Rope Access can:
• Provide a more cost effective solution
• Provide quick response to emergency repairs
• Provide bespoke inspection and maintenance, allowing routine
work to be carried out during scheduled inspections
• Provide detailed condition reports supported by photographic
evidence
• Provide detailed repair recommendations and costings
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Experienced Rescue Teams
Since 1983 PMP has been working in confined space and rope access
engineering environments. PMP has always provided the highest level of
safety cover for its workforce.
PMP’s Confined Space Rescue Teams are available to our clients and
their contractors, offering the highest level of safety cover and rescue.
Our Rescue Teams can assist your staff to ensure they are properly
protected to enter confined spaces safely. Should the worst happen,
they will have the support of an experienced rescue team to provide the
assistance, reassurance, recovery, first aid and treatment they need to
ensure a safe outcome.
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Protection and Peace of Mind
Having a rescue team on standby is not only a legal requirement, it
reassures your staff and contractors knowing that you have their best
interests at heart.
Using tried and tested rope access rescue techniques, including the use
of full breathing apparatus, PMP's Confined Space Rescue Teams
provide cover for all types of engineering work from pipe work, water
treatment plants and bridge work to wind turbines, chimneys and towers.
Whether it's an urban environment or a remote location, your staff can
do their jobs safely with the peace of mind that they are properly
protected.
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Man Entry Condition Assessment
Remote inspections are predominantly the client’s first choice, with
good reason, but these methods may not provide the design team
with sufficient detailed information.
Having decades of experience, PMP can provide a safe system of work
to enable us to carry out a safe man entry condition assessment
allowing experienced engineers to assess the structure. By carrying
out a man entry examination, defects can personally be assessed,
accurately measured and the underlying cause may be observed.
Using the latest communications, inspection, measuring and testing
equipment, we offer a wide range of surveys.

Confined Space Surveys
PMP have over 30 years’ experience of undertaking surveys in all types of
high risk confined spaces where safety is imperative. We have a passion to
carry out surveys to the highest quality, on time, on budget and with the
very highest levels of personal safety.

We carry out man entry condition assessments of:
• Aqueduct tunnels and conduits
• Aqueduct pipelines
• Impound reservoir draw-off systems

All of our surveyors, engineers and support staff are trained and
experienced for:
• EUSR National Water Hygiene
• EUSR SHEA (Water)
• City & Guilds 6150-03 Working in High Risk Confined Spaces
• City & Guilds 6150-05 Rescue from Confined Spaces
• Emergency First Aid

• Service reservoirs
• Surface water culverts
• Precise line and level surveys
• NDT : Ultrasonic pipeline material thickness
• Remote visual inspection using fibreoptics

PMP Engineers use the latest dSLR cameras to photograph the
structure to the very highest quality.

• Advanced Life Support
• Automated External Defibrillation (AED)
• Oxygen Resuscitation
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NDT: Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement
Using top of the range ultrasonic thickness gauges we can measure the
thickness of cast iron and steel structures to assess internal and external
corrosion.
Utilising our confined space and rope access expertise, thickness surveys
can be carried out on pipelines, water mains or tanks wherever safe man
access can be achieved.

Fibreoptic Remote Inspection
For many applications, such as the internal examination of small bore
pipes, confirmation of weld penetration, pressure vessel examination,
and many others, the best method of non-destructive testing is by remote
visual inspection using fibreoptics.

Reporting
Post-survey, we provide the client with a detailed condition assessment
report. We provide a qualified, independent assessment and interpretation
leading to comprehensive and appropriate recommendations. If repairs
are needed, quotations can be provided for the most practical and cost
effective repair solutions.

Benefits
The main benefits of employing PMP to carry out condition assessments:
• Over three decades of safe confined space and rope access surveys
• Highly experienced surveyors and engineers
• Higher accuracy and detail than is possible with remote inspection
• Unbiased reporting
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Gas Applications
V33 is a pipeline transition adaptor which has been developed for the gas
distribution industry. It provides a simple and cost effective solution to the
problem of connecting CIPP lined gas mains to other sections of pipe.

V33 Transition Adaptor
The V33 Transition Adaptor has been developed by PMP Gas in
partnership with National Grid to provide a cost effective method of
connecting CIPP lined iron gas mains to PE pipes and other types of pipe.
V33 is manufactured in the UK by PMP Gas. Installations in the UK are
carried out by PMP Gas and by selected PMP Gas trained installers. PMP
Gas has licensing opportunities available for suitable installers in selected
countries around the world.

What is V33?
The V33 Transition Adaptor is a steel and NBR rubber adaptor that securely

V33 Benefits

grips existing CIPP lined gas pipes, completely sealing the annulus of the

• Offers a localised repair solution

parent pipe and the liner inside it, whilst providing a new flange to enable

• Brings assets back into use

new connections to be made to the existing host pipe.
• Allows branch connections to be made
V33 enables existing networks to be maintained or extended. V33
Transition Adaptors are manufactured to fit pipe diameters from

• Existing networks can be extended

250mm (8”) to 1200mm (48”).

• Negates the need for decommissioning

V33 meets UK Standards GIS-F17 & GIS-LC8-3.

• Removes the need for post installation revalidation of the pipeline

V33 allows localised repair and branch connections without

• Provides a more effective repair solution to those currently available

decommissioning large sections of the gas network.

• Negates major civil work with its associated disruption and cost

V33 offers gas providers and utility contractors many benefits when

• Reduces engineering costs

compared with traditional methods.
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About Us
Since our formation in 1983 we have adhered to the overriding
principle that no job is too small and no engineering problem is too
difficult to be solved.
Attention to detail and the desire that each job must be right first
time has enabled PMP to build up a reputation for solving even the
seemingly most impossible engineering challenge.
Our philosophy is why use a M16 mild steel bolt when a M20 stainless
steel bolt would do a better job, would last much longer and would
be cheaper in the long run.
Excellent customer service is at the heart of our business. We don’t
just pay lip service to it - it’s second nature to us. The secret to our
customer retention is about consistently delivering on our promises.
Our success lies in the talent, commitment and innovation of our
people at all levels. We recognise that our greatest asset, and the
key to our success, is our people.

Framework Contracts
PMP work in partnership with our customers on both short and long
term frameworks and currently hold framework contracts with United
Utilities for the supply and fitting of AMEX-10 ® seals and in disciplines
of headworks, mechanical and on site services.
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The Confined Space Specialists

